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Institutional Mission
To bring about positive change through education, service, and outreach

Departmental Mission
The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Retention enhances the University of West Alabama's mission
to provide opportunities for students to pursue a quality education by developing and implementing student
success initiatives and conducting a comprehensive program of data collection, analysis and reporting, and
university-wide assessment to support strategic planning and institutional effectiveness.

1 GOAL

Enhance the culture of communication on the UWA campus

Enhance the culture of communication on the UWA campus

1.1 OUTCOME

Provide data to units for improvement

OIER will provide data to departments, colleges, divisions, etc. for improvement; coordinate
schedule of surveys being administered to increase response rates and eliminate "survey
fatigue" in participants; and coordinate the course evaluation process.

1.1.1 MEASURES

Coordinate survey development and administration

OIER will work with all areas across campus to coordinate administration of surveys. Create a
schedule of surveys to be administered across campus in order to ideally increase response
rates on all surveys and eliminate "survey fatigue" in participants. OIER will also administer
course evaluations electronically and distribute results of the evaluations to appropriate
personnel.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE
Survey - Administrative
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1.1.1.1 TARGETS

Implement schedule of surveys. OIER will also use Blue, a new course
evaluation tool, to produce all course evaluations electronically. Course
evaluation results and other survey results will be emailed to appropriate
personnel each semester. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS Schedule of surveys was implemented. OIER used Blue to produce all course
evaluations electronically, including 43,679 distinct course evaluations in Fall 2018,
Spring 2019, and Summer 2019 (including online and on campus). Course
evaluations results were emailed to the appropriate personnel each semester. OIER
administered 26 ad hoc surveys in Fall 2018, Spring 2019, and Summer 2019
requested by faculty and staff, and subsequently provided reports to appropriate
personnel for each survey.

RECOMMENDATIONS Electronic course evaluations are working well. OIER will continue to utilize
electronic course evaluations. For on campus courses, evaluations are sent out two
weeks before the end of the semester. For online courses, evaluations are sent out
the week before the end of the term. Starting in Fall Online Two 2019, online course
evaluations will also be sent out two weeks before the end of the term. This will
ensure all course evaluations are completed before final course grades are posted.

1.2 OUTCOME

Increase departmental efficiency and productivity

OIER will increase departmental efficiency and productivity.

1.2.1 MEASURES

Provide Customer Satisfaction

Customers of OIER will complete a Customer Satisfaction Survey and will indicate services
provided were beneficial, relevant, and useful and conducted in a satisfactory manner.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.2.1.1 TARGETS

85% of customers will indicate the Fact Book meets his/her needs. 85% of
customers will indicate requested reports meet his/her needs. 85% of
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customers will indicate the online training sessions meet his/her needs. 85%
of customers will indicate the on-campus training sessions meet his/her
needs. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The OIER Customer Satisfaction Survey was sent out in Fall 2018, and 36 individuals
responded. Of those 36, 93.4% of customers indicated the Fact Book met his/her
needs. 88% of customers indicated requested reports met his/her needs. 88.9% of
customers indicated trainings met his/her needs.

RECOMMENDATIONS The response rate on the customer satisfaction survey is low, and increasing the
response rate will be a top priority for Fall 2019. OIER will include the link in our fall
newsletter, as well as email a survey link. The office will also offer an incentive for
completion. Aside from the response rate, it appears customers are pleased with
OIER's services.

1.3 OUTCOME

Coordinate University-wide planning and assessment process

The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Retention will coordinate and oversee the
University-wide planning and assessment process. In order to make the process as stream-
lined and manageable as possible for all units on campus, OIER will research ways to improve
the overall process and implement any necessary changes.

Action Plan
In order to provide access to all WEAVE users, WEAVE software training guides will be posted to
the UWA homepage.

1.3.1 MEASURES

Research methods of improving University-wide planning and assessment
process

To ensure the university-wide planning and assessment process is streamlined and
manageable for all units across campus, OIER staff will survey the individuals responsible for
completing the planning and assessment process for all academic and non-academic units.
The survey will provide feedback on the users' satisfaction with the resources currently
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available to units to assist with the planning and assessment process and the timing of the
individual pieces of the planning and assessment process, while also providing information on
how faculty and staff value the planning and assessment process.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.3.1.1 TARGETS

85% of respondents will indicate, of the planning and assessment resources
currently available, the content meets his/her needs. 85% of respondents
will indicate the timing of the planning and assessment process is ideal. 85%
of respondents will indicate they value the planning and assessment
process. Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The OIER Customer Satisfaction Survey was sent out in Fall 2018, and 36 individuals
responded. Of those 36, 93.3% of customers indicated the planning and
assessment resources met his/her needs. 89.3% of customers indicated the timing
of the planning and assessment process was ideal. 100% of customers indicated
their department values the planning and assessment process.

RECOMMENDATIONS The low response rate on the OIER Customer Satisfaction survey indicates not all
those involved in the planning and assessment process across campus are
providing feedback. From anecdotal evidence, those involved in the planning and
assessment process would like to see updates made to the timing. OIER will
continue to strive to make the process as simple and straightforward as possible.

1.3.1.2 TARGETS

Fully implement new WEAVE software and post new training guides for
users on UWA homepage by December 2018. Partially Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The new WEAVE software system was fully implemented by Fall 2018. New training
guides were created and emailed to all WEAVE users. The guides were not posted
to the UWA homepage due to website changes. The training guides were also
given out to those who attended training sessions. Training sessions were held for
an entire week to introduce users to the software.

RECOMMENDATIONS Training guides need to be posted online to provide access to WEAVE users at their
convenience. This will be done in Fall 2019 at the latest. The new WEAVE software
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has been well-received by users and is very user friendly.

1.4 OUTCOME

Coordinate University-wide retention efforts

In order to increase both retention and graduation rates. OIER will implement all components
of UWA CARES (University of West Alabama Center for Achievement, Retention, and
Enrichment Services) grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Education.

1.4.1 MEASURES

Implement all components of UWA CARES grant

The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Retention will implement mentoring and tutoring
programs; design and facilitate summer leadership camp on campus for high school students
from designated service area; oversee advising center and STAR advisors; work in conjunction
with designated faculty member to design and implement hybrid classes; and manage state-
of-the-art technology center and classroom.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.4.1.1 TARGETS

1. Provide at least 15 mentoring sessions by Spring 2019. 2. Provide access to
tutoring services for CARES participants. 3. Host at least one summer
leadership camp in summer 2019 for participants from designated service
area. 4. Provide academic advising by STAR advisors at least two times per
semester. 5. Work with faculty member to create and implement at least
one new hybrid class per academic year. 6. Support five teaching forums for
teacher prep students and four professional development workshops for K-
12 educators. 7. Host nine didactic workshops for skills development by
Summer 2019. Partially Met

TARGET

FINDINGS 1. Had 26 students actively participate in the peer mentoring program with 10 peer
mentors Fall 2018 semester and 14 participants in Spring 2019 with 7 mentors; 2.
Coordinated all tutoring outside of TRIO in Student Support Services, with a total of
944 tutoring sessions for the two semesters (613 = Fall; 331 = Spring); 3. Hosted one
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summer leadership camp in June 2019 for 20 male, rising high school juniors and
seniors; 4. Hired a full-time advisor and retention specialist and provided academic
advising by 9 STAR advisors to all freshmen and sophomore students; 5. No new
hybrid course was developed; 6. Sponsored two forums for teacher preparation
students; 7. Hosted 10 didactic workshops on topics such as Financial Aid, Time
Management, Using Technology as a Learning Tool, Stress Management,
Relationships, and others.

RECOMMENDATIONS The UWA CARES Grant is continuing to positively affect the UWA campus and the
overall retention rate. The Fall 2019 retention rate is 67%, which is an increase of
5% from the Fall 2018 rate. Grant staff will continue to implement all programs
listed, in addition to other programs that have been added since the awarding of
the grant, to continue to increase persistence and overall retention rate of
students.
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Planning and Assessment Approval 

Department or Division: Institutional Effectiveness and Retention 
Chair or Director: Ms. Angel Jowers 
Dean or Vice President: Dr. Tim Edwards 
&I.Ci.CIIDl1 

Goals are broad statements describing what the unit wants to 
accomplish. Goals relate to both the unit's mission and the 
University's mission. The goal(s) is stated as the University goal(s) a 
unit is attempting to meet. 

Outcomes/Objectives 
Outcomes and objectives are statements that describe in some detail 
what the unit plans to accomplish. Outcomes/objectives are 
associated with all applicable goals, strategic plans, standards, and 
institutional priorities. 

Objectives are active-verb descriptions of specific points or tasks the 
unit will accomplish or reach. Outcomes are active-verb descriptions 
of a desired end result related to student learning and the unit's 
mission. 

Measures 
Measures are statements to judge success in achieving the stated 
outcome or objective. Measures contain information on the type of 
evidence and assessment tool that a unit will use to verify if stated 
outcome/objective has been met. 

Achievement Targets 
Achievement targets are the thresholds that the measures must meet 
for the unit to determine that it has been successful in meeting its 
specified outcomes/objectives. Achievement targets are measurable 
statements. 
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Findings 
Findings are indications whether an outcome/objective was met or YES ~· 

not. Findings are put into the system under each achievement target. 
Findings include an interpretation of results, possible uses of results, 
reflection on problems encountered, indicated 
improvements/changes and strengths or weakness. 

Action Plans 
Action plans are detailed plans created by the unit to meet an 
outcome/objective that was only pmtially met or not met or to make 
improvement to those outcomes/objectives that were met but still 
need some strengthening. The plan includes a projected completion 
date, implementation description, responsible person(s)/group, 
resources required, and budget amount (if applicable). 

Action plans created in previous cycles have been updated with 
implementation notes. 

Annual Report 
The Annual Report section contains information on key 
achievements, faculty and/or staff achievements, and 
community/public. 

Analysis Report 
The unit has reflected on and created nan-atives for each of the 
following areas: specific strengths and progress made on 
outcomes/objectives, specific weaknesses or challenges, plans that 
were and were not implemented, and how assessment res_ults wtl1 be 
used for continuous improvement. 
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Approved by: ___ _,_,.~~-:t"--7""---+------------

Received by OIE: V _ • _ 

Date: -------------
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